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The Business

ERP System
that Drives Company Processes and

Business Intelligence
with 24/7 Access to

Real-Time Data
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WELCOME TO YOUR
EVENT CLOUD

ENTERPRISE
The small, mid market, or global corporation’s ERP system for executive management,
sales forecasting, aggregate analytics, asset tracking, and high-level decision making.
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STREAMLINE OPERATIONS
Employ EF Enterprise tools
to create a leaner, more efficient
business model by as much as 40%.

CREATE GROWTH
Predict future earnings and
increase capacity by turning
raw data into actionable insight
and recurring revenue.

SECURE VALUE
Bolster your balance sheet
with a process infrastructure
that yields increased value
for your business.
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POWERING OVER

30%

of Fortune 500
companies use
ExhibitForce
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1MIL+
projects

40%

240,000 PROFESSIONALS
WORLDWIDE WITH AWARD-WINNING CLOUD-BASED APPLICATIONS

increase in
efficiency
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MEASUREMENT & ANALYTICS
Track your Strategy on a Single Platform.
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ONE POWERFUL DASHBOARD

A COMPREHENSIVE VIEW

The EF Enterprise Dashboard is nimble and allows you to pull sales records for comparison and analysis from any time
period and break them down to give you the perfect metrics for any decision-making scenario. Look at raw data in any
way that fits your business model and strategy.

Get a custom filtered overview of sales, events, forecasts, location performance, customers, margins, and financials.
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RECOGNIZE TRENDS

HIGH-LEVEL ANALYSIS

Collecting usable data is only half the battle. You have to use the information to improve your
results. The key to utilization lies in recognizing trends and acting on the numbers to stay a step
ahead of the game. Visualizing figures in digestible blocks helps to break it all down.

The EF Enterprise Dashboard is loaded with potent tools that create easy-to-read comparisons and can even
generate regression models, density maps, and data clusters to give clarity to otherwise unorganized numbers.

Number of projects
by location
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TRACK YOUR BUSINESS

MAKE INFORMED DECISIONS

An annual or even quarterly visit with your financials doesn’t give the full picture. Staying on top
of your numbers requires a program that updates in real-time. The EF Enterprise Dashboard will
give you a comprehensive view of virtually any set of numbers you need at any given second.

Manage your strategy based on actual performance as opposed to arbitrary budget figures.
Delegate based on real-world activity and market behavior.
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FORECAST OPPORTUNITIES

GATHER ALL THE DATA

Sales forecasting isn’t just guessing or hoping. Deliberate, metrics-based forecasting is a critical portion
of a sales strategy that points out opportunities and paves the way for increased sales.

Sophisticated tools take into account a myriad of factors, including past performance, missed
opportunities, prospect analysis, market conditions, client feedback, and lead breakdowns,
to give you goals and benchmarks to maximize your actual sales results.
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DEVELOP LEADS

SEO DRIVES NEW OPPORTUNITIES

Lead generation is the fuel of any successful sales program. The EF Enterprise Dashboard allows you to evaluate where
qualified leads are coming from so you know where to focus your energy and budget to keep the lead pipeline full.

Be fully engaged in web-generated lead activity. Stay proactive in your SEO/SEM program and quantify
your online traffic. Applying lead tracking tools will help you to refine your SEO efforts in order to build a
healthy source of recurring web-based leads.
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THE METRICS THAT MOVE THE NEEDLE
Cut through all the noise and get straight to the numbers that matter. Compare estimated hours vs. actual hours
along with budgeted vs. actualized.

LABOR EFFICIENCY VALUE
Realize the monetized value of your
labor in real-time by collecting and
comparing balances of estimated vs.
actualized hours within your projects.
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SYSTEM INTEGRATION
The EF Enterprise system can integrate with virtually any platform, including
SAP, Oracle, Microsoft, and more – eliminating redundancies and streamlining
processes for improved performance in all web services enabled systems.
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EF CRM
Redefine how you turn leads into sales with the EF CRM.
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INCREASE SALES

DATA-DRIVEN RESULTS

Empower your sales team with real-time, practical information that creates a healthy pipeline
and paves the way to more closed deals.

The EF CRM synchronizes with sophisticated forecasting models, analytic measurements, and lead
generation programs already active on the ExhibitForce platform. Combining these sales tools with the
EF CRM allows you to effortlessly align your sales efforts with your overall business strategy.
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A MOUNTAIN OF DATA

ACTIONABLE INFORMATION

Your EF CRM grows with your business as you chronicle each customer relationship within the system.
With every update and recorded interaction, the value of your database increases.

The EF CRM doesn’t live in a sales vacuum. It also seamlessly ties into operations and accounting creating cost-saving
efficiencies. Track receivables, budgets, production schedules, and delivery details from the same platform.
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MARKETING AUTOMATION
Help your sales team stay engaged and on top of every prospect throughout the sales cycle with
a comprehensive marketing automation tool. Access sales summaries, project numbers, and last actions
taken for any contact. The automated system drives your sales force forward by sending auto-reminders
and scheduling callbacks for all the targets in your database.
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DIGITAL PORTFOLIO
Business Intelligence Drives Online Cataloging with Knowledge-Based Templating.
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YOUR VIRTUAL ESTIMATOR

DISTRIBUTION MADE SIMPLE

Manage and distribute physical and digital assets with ease. Maintain a robust digital inventory in
the cloud associated with the corresponding project so your team will never have to spend valuable
time digging for legacy files. Empower your marketing team with smart portfolios that enhance
asset galleries by pairing leads and contacts with custom, data-driven catalog templates.

Share internally or with customers through a customized catalog system. A portal system allows you to distribute
digital or physical assets to pre-loaded team members or clients in just a few clicks. The prebuilt digital infrastructure
eliminates costly steps in your logistics chain, lowers your error rate, and reduces delivery turnarounds.
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PROCESS
Follow every step from pre-sales activity to project close.
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FROM PROSPECT TO INVOICE
ExhibitForce allows you to closely follow every phase of every job to assess sales opportunities, production efficiencies,
logistics tracking, and accounting integration. Dig deep into any single project or aggregate data to improve operations.
It’s all easily accessible on your custom project dashboard.
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CRM
Clients
Leads
Prospects
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Deposit 50%

OPPORTUNITY
Scope
Design
Estimate
Proposal
Tasks
Client approval

Internal project launch
Purchase orders
Enter work order instructions
Tasks
Put project to job
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READY TO SHIP
Assign crating
Pull and prep
Pick list created
On dock and ready for pickup
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ACTIVE

Final balance

SHIPPED
Shipped

RETURNED
Received
Inspected
Restocked
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PUT TO JOB
Materials
Graphics
Staging
Fabrication
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JOB COMPLETE
Final change orders
Invoice
Receive payment
Sync to accounting
Input expenses
Job cost
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SECURITY
Manage and secure your valuable data on the back-end. Customize permissions to
control who has the ability to access, add, delete, or edit reports throughout the
system. Set security levels for individual team members while providing transparency
for system administrators and senior-level employees.
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A SOLUTION FOR

SMALL
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MEDIUM

LARGE

GLOBAL

ANY SIZE BUSINESS
CUSTOMIZED FUNCTIONALITY STREAMLINES OPERATIONS
AND INCREASES EFFICIENCY
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INDUSTRIES IN THE CLOUD
The versatile power of EF Enterprise tools are at work in virtually
every field of business.
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AEROSPACE

ENERGY

MEDICAL DEVICES

AGRICULTURAL

FINANCIAL

PHARMACEUTICALS

AIRLINE

HEALTHCARE

SCIENCE

AUTOMOTIVE

INDUSTRIAL

SECURITY

CONSTRUCTION

INSURANCE

TECHNOLOGY

DENTAL

MANUFACTURING

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

ELECTRONICS

MATERIALS

TRANSPORTATION
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MOBILE
Embrace the power of real-time business intelligence from anywhere. Track expenses,
inventory, shipments, and staff logistics from any device. Our mobile technology combined
with function-dedicated apps gives you the mobile arsenal to meet your business demands.
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FULFILLMENT
Get your stakeholders what they want, when they want it. Fulfillment pushes inventory
from your warehouse into the field – on demand.
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INVENTORY
Track stock levels and availability with an up-to-the-second physical asset management system.
Instantly view and print inventory catalogs or download lists to Excel. Organize the system to best
fit your strategy and search for items based on dates, shows, or item type. Link setup instructions,
CAD models, electrical grids, crating details, and other pertinent supply data.

TRACKING
Utilize the EF Media Apps barcoding application to
manage shipments in real time. Data inputs from
the hand-held app automatically integrate with your
shipping and inventory dashboards for easy tracking
of shipment contents and delivery schedules.

SHIPPING INFORMATION
Provide your team, customers and vendors
access to logistics data, saving time and money.
Utilize the shipping dashboard to generate
order reports, delivery confirmations, and
freight costs. Pull the data together to complete
budgets, schedules, and show strategies.
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MEDIA APPS
All the tools in the palm of your hand. EF Media Apps allow users to manage digital assets,
sales, HR, marketing, budgets, and inventory on any device.
Available for Download
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EF MEDIA APPS ARE LOADED WITH FEATURES
FOR EVERY ASPECT OF YOUR BUSINESS
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Lead Capture

Digital Asset Management

Sales

Marketing

Human Resources

Barcoding
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LEAD CAPTURE
Use a custom interface to turn exhibit floor engagement into bottom-line results. Scan attendee badges to capture contact
info and generate emails with digital media for instant feedback. Attract prospects with large touch screens and equip
each sales rep with an iPad app.

DIGITAL ASSET MANAGEMENT
Enjoy the freedom to host multiple brands,
verticals or segments without the need to produce
hard-copy brochures. Sales reps and prospects
personalize their interactive catalog experience
by selecting digital media – brochures, videos, and
white papers – while driving real-time analytics.

SALES
Extend your reach with seamless CRM integration
and robust back-end analytics, all within a
user-friendly interface. EF Media Apps improve
sales growth with increased ROI and ROO.
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MARKETING
Maximizing the power of cloud technology, the EF Event Measurement Dashboard
combines interactive analytics with custom measurement.
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HUMAN RESOURCES

BARCODING

Designed to simplify the prospective employee’s access to job openings with an instant
application interaction. Reduce response time and streamline employee pre-qualification
by capturing application-specific information that calculates an overall score.

Save the cost and inconvenience of expensive barcode readers in your distribution facilities. The easy-to-use app
can be loaded onto almost any device and allows you to track shipments, perishable inventories, and crate contents.

Available for
Download
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WE ARE EXHIBITFORCE
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THE PLATFORM FOR BEST PRACTICES IN BUSINESS
AND EVENT MANAGEMENT
ExhibitForce brings 20+ years of experience as event management professionals.
Our core sales team is comprised of Certified Trade Show Marketers (“CTSM”) and mentors
for candidates acquiring their accreditation. This enables us to incorporate current industry
standards and trends into our applications. Most importantly, we consult with our clients
to continually evolve our applications and set best practices and industry standards.

Register for your free 30 day trial today!
FREE TRIAL

877.609.6111
www.exhibitforce.com
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